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OKIS BROW CREAM DYE

OKIS BROW CREAM DYE
with henna extract OKIS BROW, with oxidant

Permanent cream-dye helps to get the «powder brows» effect and shows
high resistance: up to 10 days on the skin, up to 40 days on the hair.

Represented
Set cream dyes
of t he 4 tubes

Сream dyes of the 4 tubes of 15 ml
+ oxidant 3% of 20 ml
Barcode: CL007

Retail price: 50,71

EUR

Barcode: CL001
Retail price: 14,80

Barcode: CL009

The set includes 4 tubes of cream-dye
(15 ml) and 4 tubes of oxidant 3% (20 ml).
Calculated for 120 procedures. Expiration date
is 3 months after opening the tube.

Barcode: CL003

Barcode: CL005

EUR

Calculated for up to 30
procedures. Expiration date
after opening the tube is 3
months.

Shades:
Cold Blond

ORDER

Gentle Brown

Hot Brunette

Deep Black
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OKIS BROW HENNA

OKIS BROW HENNA BOX
OKIS BROW HENNA
Professional henna for coloring eyebrows with lasting effect:
• A stunning result — thanks to its finely divided texture, it allows the pigment to
penetrate well into the staining zone and successfully cover problems such as
tattooing, voids, gaps, and plucked brows.
• Predictable effect — perfect colors and covers problem areas, easily neutralizes
unwanted warm shades.
• Understanding color scheme — 3 shades = more than 1 000 000 combinations.
• Easy to use — small particles allow quick and easy mixing of the product.
• Safe for the client — low ursol content — up to 2.9%.
• Complex product — a more distinct effect when using a product line that will
also strengthen and thicken the hair.
Barcode:

HE002

Barcode:

HE001

Barcode:

HE005

Retail price: 9,26

EUR

The Blond shade is a warm and light shade. Well suited for wheat blondes. If you need a colder color, you can add some
Brunette shade.
The Brunette shade is cold and dark. In its pure form, it is ideal for brunettes, if you need to lighten or make the color a little
warmer – add the Blond shade.
The Black shade is a color corrector, it makes any shade colder and darker. If you want to make the Blond shade colder, you
can add 10-20% of the Black shade. Also, if the client is a brunette or has dark skin tone, you can add a shade up to 40% of
Black orBrunette.
•

The less diluted the color (thick solution), the richer the color will be. The more Aqua Henna is added, the lighter shade
you will get.

OKIS BROW
HENNA FIX 60 ML

AQUA HENNA BY
OKIS BROW 40 ML

Fixing and neutralizing fluid of color for
henna stabilizes staining result and prolongs
the time of the effect obtained.

Designed to be mixed with henna
prolong and enhance the effect of
staining procedures, due to the balanced
composition of the active components.

Recommended for removing henna, as a
means of neutralizing unwanted shades.
Makes the color more saturated.
Retail price: 7,99
Barcode: HE003

ORDER

EUR

Due to moisturizing ingredients, it does
not dry the skin.
Retail price: 3,81
Barcode: HE004

EUR
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OKIS BROW LAMI

OKIS BROW LAMI
Eyebrow and eyelash lamination complex OKIS BROW Lami styles your eyebrows, fixes their shape and eyelash curls. The
products contain a mix of vitamins, minerals, plant extracts, as well as components aimed to nourish, moisturize, strengthen
and restore hair structure.
Product 1 Lift moisturizes, softens, and opens the hair cuticle, preparing it for Product 2 Fix, which keeps amino acids in
hair keratin structures, fixes eyebrow shape, closes the cuticle scales, and prepares hairs for the final stage - renovation and
nourishment with Product 3 Filler.

PRODUCT 1 LIFT (JAR 5 ML /SACHET 2 ML)
Product 1 Lift used in the first stage of lamination. The balanced formula gently
affects the structure of the hairs of the eyebrows and eyelashes. Contains calendula
extract to moisturize, nourish and nourish hair. The thick, creamy texture will provide
a comfortable application.
Retail price: 13,00

EUR

Retail price: 7,00

EUR

Barcode:

CR031

Barcode:

CR028

PRODUCT 2 FIX (JAR 5 ML /SACHET 2 ML)
Product 2 Fix restores disulfide bonds and elasticity of hairs, fixes amino acids in the
keratin structures of the hair, fixes the desired shape, covers cuticle scales, prepares
eyebrows and eyelashes for coloring. The fixing composition neutralizes the effect of
Product 1 Lift and prepares the hairs for the further procedure with the Product 3 Filler.
Retail price: 13,00

EUR

Retail price: 7,00

EUR

Barcode:

CR032

Barcode:

CR029

PRODUCT 3 FILLER (JAR 5 ML)
Product 3 Filler restores disulfide bonds and elasticity of hairs, fixes amino acids in the keratin structures
intended for the final stage of lamination. Hydrolyzed keratin fills the voids and problem areas of the hair,
after which the eyebrows and eyelashes become denser. Silk proteins moisturize and leave hair shiny and
manageable.
Retail price: 13,00

EUR

Barcode:

CR030

THE NUMBER OF PROCEDURES:
•

hermetic packing of a sachet reliably keeps the efficiency of all components and allows to realize of 3-4 procedures of
lamination of eyelashes or 1-2 procedures of lamination of eyebrows.

•

a convenient jar allows you to implement 10-12 eyelash lamination procedures or 5-6 eyebrow lamination procedures.

Recommended for professional use by masters who have been trained and know all the intricacies of performing the
procedure for lamination of eyebrows and eyelashes!

ORDER
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SAVE ON ORDERING A SET

Barcode:

CR033

PRODUCT SET OKIS BROW LAMI 1 LIFT, 2 FIX, 3 FILLER IN JAR 5 МL
Retail price: 37,00

EUR

Barcode:

CR034

PRODUCT SET OKIS BROW LAMI 1 LIFT, 2 FIX IN SACHET 2 МL
Retail price: 13,00

ORDER

EUR
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OKIS BROW TOOLS

OKIS BROW BRUSHES
HENNA

Barcode:
mountain hair column
with bevel

elastic nylon
with bevel

elastic nylon
with bevel

nylon with
bevel

elastic nylon
with bevel

11,38 EUR

9,26 EUR

12,65 EUR

12,22 EUR

11,50 EUR

Material:

nylon round

elastic nylon

nylon round

black nylon

Retail price:

6,94 EUR

8,84 EUR

8,84 EUR

10,32 EUR

Material:
Retail price:

COLOR

Barcode:

ORDER
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OKIS BROW TOOLS

OKIS BROW BRUSHES
MAKE UP

Barcode:
Material:
Retail price:

elastic nylon

nylon oval

nylon oval

nylon oval

nylon

7,82 EUR

10,03 EUR

12,93 EUR

12,93 EUR

21,22 EUR

BLACK EDITION

Barcode:
Retail price:

ORDER

L3

L4

L2

L5

13,53 EUR

10,45 EUR

16,71 EUR

38,02 EUR
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OKIS BROW TOOLS

OKIS BROW RULER FOR EYEBROWS

A ruler for marking the shape of eyebrows, which can help you to achieve the correct form, perfect proportions and avoid
asymmetry. The markup will allow you to easily define the boundaries and protruding points of the eyebrows, and determine
the correct height. Ideal for both professionals and beginners.
Green mark - close landing of eyes, red - normal landing, black - wide landing of eyes. But you need to remember about the
individual features of the anatomy of each person.

Retail price: 12,22

EUR

Barcode: CR009

OKIS BROW CURVED
EYEBROW TWEEZER

Suitable for novice eyebrow-masters, as it allows to work without pinching the skin. Ideal for building the upper and lower
edges of the eyebrow. Removes even the smallest fluff.

Retail price: 16,45

Closure over the entire work surface.

EUR

Barcode: IM001

OKIS BROW tweezers can be processed at temperatures up to +160°C.

PALETTE FOR DYE
MIXING

CUP FOR HENNA
MIXING

The blending palette is one of the
most important brow-master tools!

The glass has a small size, which
will allow the economical use
of material. The cup is made
of durable glass transparent.
The henna cup is convenient,
practical, does not take up
much space. Easy to clean.

The transparent part will allow you
to always control the homogeneity
of mixing and the oxidation process
of the dye. The palette makes it
possible to mix the dye in the most
comfortable and hygienic conditions.
A convenient, practical, and stylish
accessory for every browfessional.
Retail price: 10,53
Barcode: IM005

ORDER

EUR

Glass can be used a multiple
times.
Retail price: 1,10
Barcode: IM006

EUR
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OKIS BROW PREPARATION

OKIS BROW SHAMPOO FOR EYEBROWS AND
EYELASHES 150 ML / 80 ML
Eyebrow and eyelash shampoo prepares skin and hair before dyeing or lamination,
namely:
• removes makeup,
• deeply cleans,
• degreases,
Barcode:

CR002

Retail price:

15,86 EUR

• penetrates the skin.
The product contains components that narrows the pores, deeply cleanse, reduce
oil content, and also have antiseptic and anti-inflammatory properties, some of the
components work to moisturize and soothe the skin without overdrying it.

Barcode:

CR001

Retail price:

10,53 EUR

OKIS BROW COLOR FIX 200 ML
Fixes the color on the skin and stops the paint effect. Not used for henna.
Extremely active and emulsifying properties.
The complex of acids quickly stops the effect of paint on the skin and hairs, so the eyebrows do not
change the color after the procedure, the hair doesn’t darken.

Barcode: CR004

Retail price: 13,07

EUR

OKIS BROW WHITE PASTE FOR FIXING
AN EYEBROW SKETCH 15 ML
White paste is intended to fix sketch of the eyebrow before correction and staining, so
that the paint or henna does not shade neither the skin nor the hair.
Does not cause allergic reactions.
Suitable for all types of skin.
Barcode: CR007

ORDER

Retail price: 13,92

EUR
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OKIS BROW PREPARATION

OKIS BROW BRUSH CLEANSER 80 ML
Gently cleans brushes and disinfects nap from various cosmetic textures. After using, brushes have
luster and pleasant smell. Pile becomes soft.
Suitable for synthetic and natural pile.

Barcode: CR010

Retail price: 8,84

EUR

OKIS BROW SKIN
REMOVER 50 ML

OKIS BROW HAND
SANITIZER 16 ML

Professional tool for removing
paint and henna from skin.

Cleans the surface of the hands from
dangerous
bacteria
and
viruses,
refreshes, and has a pleasant aroma.
With repeated use, it does not disturb
the lipid balance of the skin, while
maintaining its protective properties.
Thanks to the aloe vera extract, it
perfectly moisturizes the skin, fights
cracks, and heals microdamage.

Removes dye well and does not
dry skin.
Suitable for all skin types.
Has a pleasant smell.
Barcode: CR011 Retail price: 7,06 EUR

Barcode: CR036

Retail price: 2,80

EUR

OKIS BROW CLEAN LINES LOTION 30 ML
Clean Lines Lotion is specially formulated to clean up the dye and henna while applying the color
to the eyebrows, and also helps to remove the pencil or white paste when building the shape and
markings.
The composition contains components that gently cleanse the skin, and makes it soft and
moisturized.
Peony, white tea and lily extracts tone, refresh and whiten the skin. In turn, Panthenol and Allantoin
have a calming and healing effect.
Barcode: CR021

ORDER

Retail price: 6,08

EUR
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OKIS BROW COSMETICS

OKIS BROW EYEBROW STYLING 50 ML
We put all the soul and ink of cuttlefish in it. Extra strong fixation. Makeup will
not be complete without it. Pleasant flavour, light structure, and amazing lasting
result, without lumps, sticky and white coating.
For all skin types. Hypoallergenic.
Retail price: 13,28

Barcode: CR016

EUR

OKIS BROW EYEBROW FIXING GEL 9 ML
Reliably fixes the shape of eyebrows in a given direction. Recommended as an end-user in eyebrow
make-up - either on its own or after shading or eyebrow pencil.
Transparent, suitable for any eyebrow dye.

Barcode: CR008

Barcode: CR012

Barcode: CR013

Retail price: 12,48

EUR

OKIS BROW MICRO EYEBROW PENCIL
A twisting eyebrow pencil with a brush for combing. Powdery texture, the pencil
is easy to use and it fits perfectly.
Concentrated pigmentation provides saturation and color depth. Great for
creating a sketch before staining eyebrows (dye or henna) - a pencil passes the
dye to the skin.

Barcode: CR014
Retail price: 8,25

ORDER

EUR
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OKIS BROW COSMETICS

OKIS BROW PROFESSIONAL MASCARA
Professional mascara from OKIS BROW is an excellent choice. The makeup product has a highly
pigmented formula that provides a rich and long-lasting color.
In addition, the mascara visibly lifts and increases the volume of the eyelashes, making them look
expressive and inviting. Pigments are very intense, due to which, even in one layer, the eyelashes
look total black.

Barcode: CR023

Retail price: 10,45

EUR

OKIS BROW HIGHLIGHTER 10 G
With its help, you can visually correct the shape of the face and eyes, make the relief
more attractive, the forehead is high, the lips are voluminous. Gives a light, natural
glow quickly and easily. Combines with any color type of appearance. A silky, finely
dispersed texture evenly spreads over the skin for a lightweight and natural finish.
The highlighter will create a subtle glow to the skin in just a few seconds.
Gives the skin not only shimmer but also effectively refreshes the image.
Barcode: CR022

Retail price: 13,65

EUR

BROW PRO PALETTE OKIS BROW
& AL.RUTKOVSKIY
OKIS Brow & AL.RUTKOVSKIY - BROW PRO Palette is a professional
eyebrow makeup collection Created by leading Ukrainian MAKEUP and
Brow Artists. Filled with pure color, these gorgeous shades ideally match
every hair color, skin tone, and undertone.
The mirror-like palette includes 6 powder brow shades and 2 powder
shades highlighter. Can be applied before eyebrows staining. Does not
block dyes or henna.
Barcode: CR020

ORDER

Retail price: 38,02

EUR

NOT TESTED ON ANIMALS! Our palette does not contain any animal or
animal-derived ingredients and is not tested on animals.
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OKIS BROW CARE

OKIS BROW SERUM MOISTURIZING UNDER THE
EYES 15 ML
Serum under the eye has moisturizing and softening properties.
It forms a thin film on the surface of the skin, which not only nourishes the epidermis, but also aligns
the microrelief.
Wheat proteins restore the water balance of the skin, prevent dehydration.
Suitable for all types of skin.
Barcode: CR006

Retail price: 14,34

EUR

OKIS BROW PEELING SCRUB FOR EYEBROW
AND FACE 50 ML
An indispensable assistant in home care, for sensitive and delicate areas of the face
(eyebrows, lips, T-zone).
Ideal for home preparation of the client for going to the procedure for eyebrow
shaping.
Proper home care is the key to a beautiful and lasting result of the eyebrow shaping
procedure! Designed for all skin types. Hypoallergenic!
Barcode: CR015

Retail price: 8,25

EUR

OKIS BROW MICELLAR WATER FOR EYELASHES
AND EYEBROWS 150 ML
A micellar water for all skin types, even for sensitive and susceptible to irritation.
Softly cleanses the makeup of eyebrows and eyelashes, leaving no oily film.
Suitable for removing durable makeup. May be used for the whole face.
Barcode: CR005

ORDER

Retail price: 8,42

EUR
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OKIS BROW OIL FOR EYELASHES AND EYEBROWS
10 ML
Eyebrows and eyelashes with SPF 15 have the ability to protect the skin from sunlight and stimulate
regeneration of subcutaneous tissues and skin. Contributes to the growth of hairs of eyebrows and
eyelashes.
Moisturizes, softens and improves the appearance of the skin, so that the effect of the pendant skin
will be prolonged.
Barcode: CR003

Retail price: 13,07

EUR

OKIS BROW BOOSTER 2,5 ML
Designed to moisturize and maximize eyebrow and eyelash growth. Prolongs the effect of dyeing
eyebrows on the skin with both dye and henna, bringing the quality of dyeing to a higher level.
An irreplaceable care product after lamination of eyebrows and eyelashes. It has nourishing,
strengthening, and regenerating properties. Allows you to maintain color saturation, fight brittle
and dry hair.
Barcode: CR021

Retail price: 9,23

EUR

OKIS BROW PATCHES FOR EYES &
EYEBROWS 60 PCS
Moisturizing hydrogel patches are designed to care for the delicate skin
under the eyes and in the eyebrow area.
Hyaluronic acid and damask rose extract deeply moisturize the skin, ensure
its elasticity and healthy glow.
Collagen and pearl extract help in cell regeneration and smooth texture.
Barcode: CR035

ORDER

Retail price: 16,33

EUR
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OKIS BROW PROMO

OKIS BROW CAP
Straight visor
Adjustable girth
100% cotton
Barcode: PR002

Retail price: 13,75

EUR

BAG WITH REMOVABLE
ORGANIZER BROWFESSIONAL
Organizers are closed with a zipper, removable from both
sides, spacious be carried both on the shoulder and in the
hands. Suitable for any master.
Barcode: PR003

Retail price: 61,29

EUR

APRON BROWFESSIONAL
The OKIS BROW master apron is made of 100% cotton.
The dense material reliably protects clothes during work.
Black color. Size: universal.
Barcode: PR001

ORDER

Retail price: 35,95

EUR
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CONTACTS
phone:

+380 98 095 90 90
+380 67 415 60 60

e-mail:

order@okis.ua

home page:

www.okis.ua
okisbrow
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